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AWARDS NOMINEE! BEING A DOCTOR ISN T EASY, ESPECIALLY WHEN YOU RE FOURTEEN YEARS
OLD. Connor became a doctor just two days ago--along with all of his friends. They are child
prodigies who were hand-selected at just three years old to undergo intensive medical training as
part of a controversial experiment called Kid Docs. KID DOCS tells the story of fourteen-year-old
Connor Hansen s first days as an emergency room doctor. Connor experiences his first pangs of love
(toward fifteen-year-old obstetrician, Cassie), deals with his explosive older brother (a sixteen-year-
old heart surgeon), and tries to figure out why his friendship with fourteen-year-old fellow ER
doctor Hannah has suddenly changed. At the same time, Connor learns to save lives and discovers
that some lives cannot be saved. KID DOCS is a coming-of-age novel perfect for ages eleven and up.
Readers slip behind-the-scenes into a world that few people ever get to experience first-hand. It s a
must-read for future doctors and anyone who has ever wondered what it s like to be a doctor. The...
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This book may be really worth a read through, and far better than other. it was actually writtern extremely completely and valuable. I am just very easily
will get a satisfaction of looking at a published ebook.
-- Lillie Toy-- Lillie Toy

It is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. it had been writtern very completely and useful. I am pleased to let you know that here is the greatest book
we have read during my personal life and could be he very best book for possibly.
-- Miss Marge Jerde-- Miss Marge Jerde
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